


Unfortunately, we are still
not able to have this issue
printed professionally, but
it is available to read on

our website:
www.bostonsmamethodistchurch.org.uk
Themagazine can also be emailed to you
if required, just contact Jo (email below).
Ideas and contributions for future editions
of the Methodist Post are always welcome.
For the next issue, which will cover July
and August, please send copy by
17th June (note the later deadline) to:

jovernon1@gmail.com
Jo Vernon, Editor (01937 360016)
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Thought for theMonth
Prayer is the key of the morning
and the boot of the evening.

Mahatma Gandhi

Dear Friends,
As we continue in this time of lock down many organisations are
giving free access to their online resources free of charge or at
reduced membership fees. Because of the commemoration of 75
years since the end of war in Europe last month, free access to
military records was made available for example.
I may have told you before that Sue, like many other people, is
interested in tracing her family tree. Not as many people do, to see
if they are related to someone important or perhaps an historical
figure or a member of a royal family, but simply out of curiosity; trying to piece together
information from old photographs, newspaper clippings, and personal information
which has accumulated over the years as family members have died. For Sue, who is
fascinated by history, tracing the progression of her family through many different
branches has been, and still is, opening up interesting and strange facts for some of which
we will of course never be able to get complete answers.
However, I think we do need to be careful for sometimes we find out things we wish we
had not known! Knowing some of my relatives, I think I will leave well alone; I don’t want
to discover some notorious character or other in my family tree!
We may be surprised to know that the family tree of Jesus Christ was one of the most
messed-up family trees of all time. Recorded for us in Matthew Chapter 1 and Luke
Chapter 3, it includes prostitutes, cheats, adulterers, liars, and even a murderer. Yet we
have to remember that all Scripture is given by inspiration of God; and that includes
genealogies. In the genealogy of Jesus we find the Grace of God firmly on display.
Normally, Jewish genealogies, and the recording of family trees, did not include women
but in the genealogy recorded by Matthew we find five: Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, Bathsheba,
and of course, Mary.
I think what is fascinating about these women is that in the most exclusive genealogy in
history, we find that several of them were immoral (don’t get smug gentlemen, the men
recorded there were not much better!!). This of course reminds us that Jesus came to heal
broken lives and to restore shattered hopes.
Galatians Chapter 4 reminds us that Jesus has redeemed us; which means He has given
us our freedom. That is what Jesus did for us. Through Jesus, God gives second chances
and He can redeem the mess we make of our lives. Even if we turn away, God waits
patiently, arms wide open, awaiting our return.
So as we continue our journey of faith, during this season of the pandemic, when we
can’t meet in our churches, nor reach out to each other with arms of love, let us not forget
that we can still reach out to each other through social media, by sending letters, by
supporting the many struggling charities, by looking out for our neighbours, and making
phone calls.
But let us remember too that even if we sometimes feel far from our father’s love, we
can rejoice that, through Jesus, we are part of the genealogy of God. We are all members
of His family tree.
Every Blessing to you all, Rev Steve
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TIM BURGESS
I’m sure many of you, at Clifford and Boston Spa will
remember Tim for the happy times he spent as an integral
part of Clifford Methodist Church.
Tim passed away in April at the age of 72. He was a
hotelier, businessman, Special Constable and lay preacher
and in 2017 was awarded the MBE for services to charity
and the Church of England.
Raised in Collingham and educated at Leeds Grammar
School, Tim’s career in the hospitality industry saw him installed first at the
Goodwood Park Hotel in Singapore, where the authorities suspected him of spying
after he was discovered scuba diving in the naval shipyards. He went on to become
a deputy manager for Trust House Forte and then progressed to the Savoy, the
Dorchester and in 1967 to London’s Churchill Hotel, as night manager.
In the mid seventies, he moved his family to Stockholm for 3 years, where he
worked for the Sheraton Group, before returning home to join the Burgess family
firm based in Leeds, and then to form his own software company specialising in
hotel reservation and catering management programs. The company was granted
the Royal Warrant in 1994.
Alongside his business career, Tim sat as a JP on the Wetherby bench for 16 years
and was chairman for four. He spent time as a Special Constable in London, a
prison visitor in Wetherby and a Sunday School teacher at Clifford Methodist
Church. When he moved to Cambridge in 2004, he was appointed chief executive
of a Church of England charity, and he sat on the Ely Diocesan Board of Finance,
then became a Lay Preacher and treasurer for 14 churches.
Last year he was among those chosen to receive Maundy Money from the Queen.
One of life’s adventurers, he was a qualified yacht master, and despite having
Parkinson’s, never let his slowly deteriorating health affect his positivity.
He is survived by his wife Jenny, his sons Christopher and Richard and four
grandchildren.
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Give me courage when the world is rough
keep me loving though the world is tough
leap and sing in all I do, keep me travelling along with you.

Singing the Faith 476
Sydney Carter (1915-2004)



Those of you that have come to Tea-Time
Church, not the You-Tube ‘At Home’
version but the one in the church building,
will know that each service ends with this
piece of music being played and possibly, if
you have heard it played before, you may
think of it as a quintessentially English song.
However you would be mistaken because
nothing in music is ever that simple, and a
song about England’s favourite beverage has
only the most tenuous connection with it.
“Everything Stops For Tea” was composed
by, New York born, Maurice Sigler, has
lyrics by fellow New Yorker Al Goodheart
and, Russian born American, Al Hoffman.
It was performed in the first instance by
Jack Buchanan, who, in spite of his
impeccable English accent, was actually a
Scotsman. It was featured in the 1935
musical Come Out of The Pantry, which was
set in New York; but Buchanan also made a
separate recording with a cameo
introduction.
As to the song itself, it is probably not
quite true that a lawyer in the courtroom, in
the middle of an alimony plea, also stops for
tea. In Britain, alimony is known as
maintenance. And where exactly does
Cleopatra come into it? “Everything Stops
for Tea” was also featured in the 1940
exhibition by the Ministry of Food, at which
time tea was rationed, and was recorded
decades later by Long John Baldry.
Well there you are, those of you who
collect trivia in anticipation of quiz
questions may find that information useful.
Since taking Tea-Time Church onto
You-Tube though, the music which
brought everything to a close and
heralded the drinks and cakes being
served has not been used, for after all
virtual cakes, don’t quite taste the same!

The content, which includes lively songs,
Storytime followed by a message, and a
short prayer time, have still continued and,
since the beginning of lockdown, has
included the themes of:- Being Brave and
Courageous,The Good Shepherd, How big
is God’s love, Easter, God’s Love is Precious,
Jesus Superhero,The Holy Spirit, and David
and Goliath to name but a few.
Currently Tea-Time Church is being
‘broadcast’ weekly; so, by the time you see
this article several more themes will have
been explored.
We admit that Tea-time Church is not for
everyone; it is lively, you possibly may not
know the songs, and you might think the
repetition every week of some songs is too
much. We do daft things, like dressing up,
like using amusing graphics, or different
backgrounds, but ultimately it carries the
message that God’s love is for everyone; it’s
not just confined to those that come to our
church buildings – it’s a love that is far
bigger and wider reaching than we can
possibly imagine.
We pray that in these difficult times it has

brought a reminder of God’s love, and
perhaps, for some, an interest in seeking to
knowmore about God in some small way.
For after all isn’t that our job as Christians to
spread that knowledge? We hope, too, it has
brought a little happiness and a smile to
those watching, so go on, if you can access
the internet why not try it. You can find
Tea-Time Church, and all our other videos,
via this link -

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCinmF5gqNsY8liI108RsZ7w/videos

With every Blessing,

RevSteve, Donald andSue
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So, I’m guessing you already knew what a
prison was - but what is a Prison Visitor,
the role I had at the Young Offenders
Institution for 25 years? (Apologies if you
were expecting a more dramatic revelation
about my past life than that.)
To some extent, we’re defined by what we
are not. We are nothing to
do with the Prison Service,
we have no formal
qualifications, or training,
we’re not paid – and unlike
pretty much every other
person an inmate will
meet inside prison, we
have no agenda. Although many visitors
are, like me, motivated by Christian beliefs,
we are not there to push religion and see
lads of all faiths and none. We are there to
be a friend – and that’s it. Sometimes we’ll
meet an inmate a couple of times, for
others, it can be every week for years.
There’s a quote from an inmate on the
website of the National Association of
Official Prison Visitors. He said:

“It's the interest you show. I don't know
if you understand, but I feel now as
though somebody cares. Maybe if
someone had shown this interest a few
years ago I wouldn't be here now; who
knows where I might have been? Do you
think its too late for me to get a life?"
That’s what friends do, isn’t it, show an
interest. If a lad I’ve been seeing does
something good, I’ll encourage him and
if he does something stupid – I’ll say
“That was stupid!” – because that’s what

Racecourse in Wetherby. It was originally
built as a hostel for workers at the Royal
Ordnance Factory at Thorp Arch but was
then taken over by the Admiralty for
training and named HMS Cabot, then
HMS Demetrius and finally HMS Ceres. If
you think it’s strange to call a land base
HMS, “His Majesty’s Ship” – it also fooled
the Germans – the locals enjoyed it when
Lord Haw Haw announced in 1942 that
HMS Cabot had been sunk in the Channel
– how the hell did it get down there!
In 1958 it became a Borstal, holding
around 200 lads, mostly for minor offences
– now it holds 360, mostly for serious
offences. When I first started visiting, there
was one single skin fence around the
outside and a gatehouse, and that was it. In
the best wartime traditions, one lad
escaped by swapping places with a visitor
in the toilets. Worked like a dream - he just
walked out the gates – home and dry. What
this pair of Einsteins hadn’t worked out
was - what about the lad who was now
locked up on the inside? They genuinely
hadn’t thought of that. The escapee was
captured by the Police within 6 hours,
because he’d gone home to see his Mum
and his accomplice got 6 months – I hope
he took advantage of the learning
opportunities this gave him!
Over the years, I’ve met some poorly
educated but really bright lads and had
great conversations on philosophy, politics,
retribution and religion, at a depth which
would surprise you – but I’ve also many
who were not criminal or any other kind of
masterminds.
For example, there was Wayne from
Doncaster – he was a big daft lad, in for 6
months. On the night he was released, he
went to celebrate down the Pub – still

underage, but hey! A few pints and some
wacky backy later, he spotted a Police car,
parked down a quiet, unlit side road - and
he saw his chance for revenge on the whole
Criminal Justice system. He climbed onto
the roof of the patrol car and tore the light
rack off the top, intending to take it home
to decorate his bedroom. Unfortunately for
him, the two cops he hadn’t seen, sitting
inside the car at the time, took a different
view and, a few days later, Wayne was back
in Wetherby.
The YOI was also where I learned to
cheat at Bingo – taught how to do that by a
Methodist Local Preacher. We used to have
12 lads at a time to play Bingo for an hour,
in the Visits Hall – hey, in those pre-TV in
prison days, when you’re inside, that
counted as a treat!
Until they were banned, the prize for a
winning card was a cigarette - but nobody
was allowed to win more than two, to avoid
fights when they got back on their wing.
The lads however didn’t know that – so we
had to cheat to enforce the rule, without
them knowing. Andrew or I would call the
numbers - and I can still remember some
of them:
legs – 11
nodding ducks – 22
two fat ladies – 88
keys to the door – well, perhaps
we’d best not use that one in prison
Anyway, back to the cheating. One of us
would sit at the front with a grid pattern
sheet and a bag of numbered counters,
pulled out one at a time. The other would
be wandering innocently round the hall. If
a lad had won his maximum 2 ciggies, we’d
walk past and spot a number he needed on
his card. Then wander innocently up to the
front and tap the number on the sheet, so

Now that’s what I call lockdown! (My 25 years in prison)
Prison – dictionary definition “an institution for confinement

of persons convicted of serious crimes”

friends do. If he’s struggling, I’ll try to
support him however I can – bearing in
mind that I have no role, no influence
within the Prison, beyond powers of
persuasion. And bearing in mind too that
anything I’m told has to be in strict
confidence, unless I believe he’s going to

harm either himself or
someone else.
As you enter the prison,
there’s a sign that says HM
Prison Service, but under
that, “Wetherby Secure
College of Learning” and
then the Mission

Statement – “Turning young lives around”.
It’s easy to scoff at that – it’s a prison for
goodness sake - but if you can give these
lads an education, show them that there
are other routes they can take through life,
then surely that has to be worth the effort. I
remember one lad taking me back to his
cell to show me a certificate he’d been given
for attending basketball training for an
hour, 4 weeks in a row. Really (?) a
certificate for that – it’s not as though there
were a lot of competing interests – but for
that lad, it was probably the first
affirmation he’d ever received and he was
over the moon, wanted to show it off. The
staff there, Officers, Chaplains, Social
Workers, Health Workers, Probation
Officers work so hard to create a positive
environment – and they deserve our
support.
I’m sure many of you will have driven
past the YOI many a time, opposite the



For most people I suspect, the most
difficult thing to adjust to in these times, is
not being able to socialise or share a coffee
with friends and also missing the company
of church friends. However, this
pandemic has allowed us to
be church in a completely
different way and the
efforts of Steve,
Donald and others
have to be
commended. That
in a sense is one of
the positives we can
take from this, but
also the time to see
our countryside and
nature in all its glory.
Spring time is probably my
favourite season of the year, the
gardens coming to life, Spring flowers and
new signs of growth everywhere. Also, at
this time it must be heavenly for avid
birdwatchers, as even my untrained ear is
picking up delightful chirps and birdsong
everywhere.

the positive influences in their lives that we
have had, their time inside is a chance to
rebuild, to give them and us, hope for
better outcomes.
Perhaps I should finish with a
conversation from “Porridge” between the
old lag, Norman Stanley Fletcher and his
new cellmate, Godber:
Godber: I’m only in here due to

tragic circumstances.
Fletch: Which were?
Godber: I got caught

Donald

Anne and I have seen more of our village
and surrounding areas and discovering
different random delights almost round
every corner. Recently, while walking in

Clifford, we found the amazing
sight of this lovely alpaca (I’m
sure those local to
Clifford will know
about this). Nearly
every day when out,
we meet people we
know (and some we
don’t know!) and
share a little time at
an appropriate
distance of course!
Recently I read a

poem by Yvonne Hall
entitled ‘The choir’, a lovely

tribute to the birdsong
surrounding us at the moment, and I share
the last verse with you:

How beautiful is nature’s choir,
Every spring, reborn,
Performing to its audience,
Free of charge each dawn

Jim Murison

that even if it came out of the bag, it would
never be called. We never got sussed. The
lesson from this – never trust a Methodist
Local Preacher – we’re not worth it!
These days the “feel” of the prison is
much changed. The security is much
tighter. Instead of stealing cars and minor
burglaries, there are lads in now starting
life sentences, for some pretty heinous
crimes. I’ve spent time with robbers, drug
dealers, arsonists, rapists and murderers –
all under age 18. All I would say is that,
before making judgement, we should
realise that many of these lads had none of
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3And he said to me, “Son of man, eat what
is before you, eat this scroll; then go and
speak to the people of Israel.” 2So I opened
my mouth, and he gave me the scroll to eat.
3Then he said to me, “Son of man, eat this
scroll I am giving you and fill your stomach
with it.” So I ate it, and it tasted as sweet as
honey in my mouth.
Taken literally, this story takes some
believing.
Ezekiel was a prophet whose calling was
to address the Israelites in Jerusalem and
warn them that if they did not give up their
corrupt and evil ways, then destruction
would surely follow.
When reading this, we must remember
that the people who inhabited the Middle
East used metaphors to stress the
importance and understanding of what they
were trying to impart.
It seems that God was speaking to Ezekiel
and saying that what he was about to say

was so important that it should be totally
ingested mentally and like his food, become
a part of him so that when he spoke, his
words would carry genuine conviction.
I well remember that at school that we
were frequently told to “read, learn and
inwardly digest” and we all knew what it
meant.
John’s words in John 3 v 16 must surely
fall into this category.

“God so loved the world that
whosoever believes in him, should
not perish, but have everlasting life.”
It is easy to learn this as a quotation and
trot it out without much thought, but to
‘digest’ its meaning requires a great deal of
thought and commitment.
The translation of this in “TheMessage”
** perhaps makes the King James Version
easier to absorb.
**https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/
?search=John+3%3A16-18&version=MSG

Salt & vinegar with it? Sir

I’ve never heard that before...
lesser known stories from the Bible

Arthur Faulkner
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A lot from a little .............
There have been some unusual and
unexpectedly heart-warming
consequences of the Lockdown period
through which we are living. One of these
is surely the way in which ideas for
apparently ordinary and everyday activities
have unexpectedly grown out of all
proportion when put into effect.
One suggestion put forward early in the
Lockdown was that onThursdays we
should come to our front doors at 8 p.m. to
recognise and applaud the work being
done for us by the National Health Service,
and the real sacrifices being made by its
staff (including in some cases catching the
virus themselves and dying from it). That
suggestion has taken off in a big way.
Capt. TomMoore, a veteran of World
War 2, decided to celebrate his 100th
birthday (on 30 April) by walking 100
lengths of his garden to raise £1,000 for
N.H.S. charities. That idea also took off

and the outcome so far is well over
£30,000,000. Tom has received more than
100,000 birthday cards, has been promoted
Honorary Colonel of the Army Foundation
College, and has received the Freedom of
the City of London.
It is a fundamental part of our Christian
belief and experience that God can and
does take whatever we offer him and turns
it into something much more significant.
Jesus took the loaves and fishes and fed a
crowd. God took a handful of ordinary
men and women and created a world-wide
church, a body through which the risen
Jesus still fulfils his ministry in the world.
And in the ordinary (and sometimes
extraordinary!) circumstances of everyday
life God takes the helping hands and
instances of loving care we offer to him
when we offer them to others, and he uses
them to make himself known and to
change lives. Dennis
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One of the key aspects of this wonderful
Lockdown is keeping social distancing of
2 metres when you come across other
people outside of your own household
group.
This makes for sometimes hilarious,
sometimes awkward, sometimes annoying
and possibly even dangerous situations.
Our daily walks demonstrate all of these
features as we walk along the roads and
pathways nearby.
Hilarious is when the people coming
towards you start to take avoiding action
at the same time as you do: they go right,
just as you go left; no, that’s no good, so
you go right instead, just as they go left.
Hopefully this dance of politeness sorts
itself before you actually crash heads and
usually shrugs and smiles occur during
actual passing.
Awkward can occur when two friends
have met on a walk: they have, quite
sensibly, split to opposite sides of the
footpath so as to update each other on the
trials and tribulations of their daily
lockdown lives. This can take some time.
Unfortunately, you are on the same path;
how do you pass them – go straight
through the middle – or do you engage in
wild signalling in the hopes that they will
a) cease chatting and get on with their
walks or b) move to the same side of the

pathway (at a proper distance, of course) to
enable your safe passage.
Annoying is when a jogger comes up
silently behind you, earplugs in place and
passes within a foot of you. Or worse, it is
a cyclist – passing at speed with no
warning and giving you a considerable
shock: I thought all bicycles should have
bells?
Dangerous happens more now that
vehicles are becoming more frequent on
our roads again (and they seem to go
faster, too!). Someone is coming towards
you on a narrow pavement and the other
side of the road is a solid hedge. Of course,
this always happens on a blind bend – one
of you has to take their life in their hands
and venture into the roadway.
Anyway, who says that 2 metres is the
necessary spacing for safety? It appears
that more than a momentary closeness is
necessary for infection to get you, and
some countries are happy with one metre
between people.
To be honest, I am happy to go within
three or four feet from someone, especially
if we both turn away so as not to breathe
directly at one another as we pass. I’ll
happily talk at a four-foot distance. I do,
however, promise not to hug or even shake
hands. I’m just saying . . .

Iain Vernon

No Internet? No Problem
You can listen to a voice you know
giving a short reflection*

by calling this number (local rate)

01937 228811
* No more than 10 mins
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